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Abstract

While paying less would seem to save firms’ money, we ask whether paying more can pay-
off in higher productivity. We analyze this question in the context of a major online retailer
that hires both warehouse and call-center workers. We estimate the returns to higher pay in
settings where the retailer active chooses to raise pay and passively lets pay fall below the
market. The nominal wage rigidity of the retailer creates two types of quasi-random vari-
ation in pay: (1) when wages get “unstuck,” they often jump discretely; (2) when wages
remain “stuck,” their relative value depreciates more quickly in cities with faster wage
growth. Using the resulting two designs, we find elasticities of separation between 3 and
4.5 and elasticities of output between 1.1 and 1.2 — in terms of boxes moved and calls taken.
When the retailer actively chooses to raise pay and when it passively lets wages fall below
the market, the returns to higher wages exceed one — in other words, higher wages pay for
themselves.

Persistent gaps in pay exist across predominantly male and female jobs, especially those
that attract women in their child-bearing years. We ask whether these gaps could be driven
by differences in firms’ incentive to raise pay. We find the returns to increasing pay differ
by workers’ gender and age: while effects on productivity are comparable, turnover effects
are not. The turnover elasticity is 4.2 times higher for workers under 30 than those over 30
and 1.9 times higher for male workers than female workers in call-centers.

Finally, we use data from a staffing agency to show that 50-80 percent of the effect of pay
on turnover arises from workers’ behavioral responses, with the remainder attributable to
sorting of better workers to higher-paying firms. We find this sorting generates negative
spillovers on other firms in the local labor market: firms hiring at the same time as a high-
paying firm experience higher turnover.
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We seek to understand both the extensive labor supply elasticity — namely the elasticities of
recruitment and turnover — as well as the intensive labor supply elasticity — the productivity
achieved — in the context of routine workers. Assembling estimates of the range of responses
helps shape an understanding of the effect of higher pay throughout various different points
in the firm’s interactions with a worker.

Our paper provides four new pieces of evidence. First, we offer estimates of recruitment elas-
ticities as distinct from our estimates of separation elasticities. Manning (2003) shows that
steady-state elasticity of the labor supply facing a firm is the combination of the job-to-job re-
cruitment elasticity and the separation elasticity. Since the latter can be difficult to estimate,
he argues that the steady-state elasticity can be approximated as as twice the separations elas-
ticity. We estimate recruitment elasticities by leveraging a firm that offers the same wage for
all remote workers across the USA, and comparing how the wage relative to the local outside
option affects workers’ attraction to the job. We do, indeed, find that in this context, the size of
the recruitment and separation elasticities are similar in magnitude.

Second, we document productivity elasticities for warehouse workers and customer service
representatives, using the objective metrics that the firm uses to evaluate these workers’ out-
put. This is especially important when calculating the cost effectiveness of higher pay because
the returns associated with reduced turnover are dwarfed by the returns associated with in-
creased productivity. While we find that for this retailer, raising wages for these workers may
be profitable, this result is heavily reliant on the elasticities of productivity that we estimate. We
leverage both a quasi-random increase in pay at a large online retailer’s warehouse to see the
effect on boxes moved in that warehouse. We also use the fact that the retailer kept wages for
customer service representatives constant for several years while local outside options changed
to assess the effect of relative pay on number of calls handled.

Third, we estimate how much of the reduced turnover is due to sorting better workers to higher
paying firms and how much is due to the behavioral response of the worker. We use staffing
agency data to assess how much of the improved job completion is associated with higher pay
persists when we look within the same person placed in multiple jobs with different pay. We
document that 20-50 percent of the effect arises due to selection of workers. We argue that this
is consistent with efficiency wages. Accordingly, we also document negative spillovers: when
a high-paying firm is filling positions, other firms that are hiring for the same type of worker
see higher turnover rates.

Finally, we are able to estimate elasticities separately by gender, revealing that women are less
responsive to pay then are men. This finding differs from recent work (Caldwell and Oehlsen,
2018), but highlights that differences in elasticities facing the firm may underpin some of the
gender pay gap.
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Warehouse workers and customer service representatives are particularly well-suited to study-
ing the effect of pay for several reasons. First, these jobs produce objective metrics of per-
formance that the firm cares about. Second, these are precisely the jobs that many managers
consider routine and with low-training requirements for which finding a replacement worker
may be easy. So understanding the impacts of turnover and how sensitive it may be to pay is
worthwhile. Third, of jobs available to those without college degrees, these are relatively well-
paying jobs and are comparatively abundant. Finally, the jobs studied tend to be in fairly thick
markets. Large warehouses are often located within commuting distance of large cargo hubs
and thus all logistics firms are drawing on the same pool of talent. The areas where customer
service workers are hired by our retailer also feature relatively high demand for customer ser-
vice workers. We find upward-sloping labor supply curves as well as gains in productivity
from higher pay, which are particularly surprising in thick labor markets, where we might ex-
pect to find the possible benefits of higher pay have been realized due to intense competition.

This work contributes to existing scholarship on the relationship between pay and perfor-
mance, labor supply elasticities, and labor market concentration.

Estimating the relationship between pay and worker output builds on an important literature
of efficiency wages. Under the theory of efficiency wages, employers pay a premium above
the market to give the worker an incentive to try to keep their job (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984).
If all employers raise wages, they employ fewer workers; thus, there is more labor supplied
to the market than is demanded by firms so some workers who want jobs are unable to find
them (Katz, 1987). Raff and Summers (1987) use Ford Motor Company as a case study not-
ing how above-market wages can slash turnover rates and elicit greater effort from workers.
Krueger and Summers (1988) and Orszag and Zoega (1996) explore whether intra-industry pay
differentials can be attributed to efficiency wages. Cappelli and Chauvin (1991) use centralized,
uniform wage-setting in a multi-plant firm to document that a greater pay premium leads to
lower rates of disciplinary infractions, which is consistent with our results. By randomizing
the wages of public sector job adverts in Mexico, Dal Bó et al. (2013) capture the selection effect
of higher wages. We contribute to this literature in three ways: first, we bring evidence about
workers’ on-the-job performance using the metrics that firms use to measure productivity. Sec-
ond, we compare how the same worker responds to different pay rates. Third, we capture how
higher wages at one firm may impact other firms’ access to talent.

Our estimates contribute to an intimately related literature on labor supply elasticities and
monopsony power. Manning (2003) has laid out an important theoretical framework, argu-
ing that the elasticity of turnover and the elasticity of recruitment combine to form a measure
of monopsony power. Several authors estimate the labor supply elasticities facing firms that
employ workers doing seemingly interchangable jobs such as nurses and nurse aides (e.g., Sul-
livan, 1989; Staiger et al., 2010). Webber (2015) uses linked employer-employee data to draw a
connection between between firm labor supply elasticities and workers’ earnings. Dube et al.
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(2020) estimate labor supply elasticities around 0.1 even in an online market place, suggesting
that employers wield monopsony power even there. We likewise find upward sloping labor
supply curves, even for warehouse workers (where the labor market is particularly thick), re-
mote workers and temporary workers where one might conjecture that workers are highly mo-
bile and thus labor supply elasticities are flat. We further contribute by estimating the elasticity
of recruitment, which is rarely captured. We find a large positive elasticity of recruitment with
respect to wages, which significantly increases the overall labor supply elasticity that Manning
addresses. We also contribute to the literature exploring gender differences in labor supply.
While Caldwell and Oehlsen (2018) finds no gender difference in labor supply among Uber
drivers, we do find gender differences in our context, which may reflect differences in who
elects into each occupation.

Additionally, a literature explores the spillovers when one firm raises wages. Staiger et al.
(2010) finds that when Veteran’s Affairs hospitals increase their wages for nurses, nearby hos-
pitals do as well. Derenoncourt et al. (2020) examine the effect on local wages at other firm
of wage raises such as Walmart’s increases in pay from $9 to $11 in 2015-2018. They find a
cross-employer wage elasticity of 0.25. This paper contributes to the examination of spillovers
by documenting short-term effects on the quality of work done at rival firms, which helps
explains rival firms’ need to raise wages. Our evidence from a staffing agency of the job com-
pletion spillovers to other firms microfounds these cross-price elasticities since our estimates
explain the need to raise wages in rival firms.

Finally, our work highlights pricing strategies that may or may not be perfectly optimal. This
relates to work on X-inefficiency, since the firms may not always perfectly minimize their
costs especially in the absence of competitive pressure (Leibenstein, 1966; Frantz, 2013). We
study warehouses, which cluster at key geographic hubs creating intensive competitive pres-
sure. Nevertheless, we find positive returns to higher wages in this context in case studies one
and three. While not the focus of this paper, our empirical strategy in case studies two and
three highlights that large firms engage in uniform wage-setting, a tendency parallel to retail
chains using uniform pricing despite variation in local demand and competition(DellaVigna
and Gentzkow, 2019).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents a conceptual framework for
structuring our empirical investigation and Section 2 introduces our datasets. Sections 3 - 5
document the elasticities of recruitment, retention, and productivity with respect to pay. In
Section 6 we conduct a cost-benefit estimate. We explore the degree to which selection versus
incentives contribute to our results and accordingly whether higher pay has negative spillovers
on local firms in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.
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1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Our conceptual framework aims to characterize the sufficient statistics for firms’ wage-setting
decisions. Intuitively, the firms’ wage-setting decisions will be determined by the effect that
higher pay has on retention and worker productivity.

A firm requires L units of effective labor. The amount of labor done at the firm depends on the
number of workers, N, and the effective labor supplied by each worker, ψ. Together, we have
L = ψN. We allow effective labor to be a function of the wage paid by the firm, w, and the
tightness of the local labor market, z. We assume φ is increasing in w and decreasing in z, and
empirically evaluate this assumption. We allow the firm can choose the number of workers to
hire independently of the wage it sets.

The firm needs to pay turnover costs T for each new worker, which may include recruitment
and training costs. We assume that the wage has no impact on the number of workers a firm
can recruit or the costs of recruiting them. The quit rate, q(w, z) is a decreasing function of
wages.2 The turnover costs are given by TNq(w, z).

Firms thus seek to minimize the cost of L units of effective units of labor:

min
w

wN + TNq(w, z) s.t. φ(w, z)N = L

If we substitute the constraint in for N, take the first order condition and solve we arrive at an
equation for wages (Appendix 10 shows the entire derivation). We define the elasticity of quits
such that when wages go up, quits go down, which entails flipping the sign of εq,w. Thus we
arrive at:

w =
Tq(w, z)(εφ,w + εq,w)

1− εφ,w

The optimal wage is increasing in the elasticity of effort with respect to the wage from both the
denominator — which reflects the fact that fewer people need to be paid each period if each of
them can do more work — and in the numerator — which reflects the fact that fewer people
employed means fewer quits. We also see that the optimal wage is increasing in the elasticity
of quits with respect to the wage since when this elasticity is greater, the firm will save more in
turnover costs by increasing wages.

We empirically estimate the εφ,w, the elasticity of productivity with respect to wages; εq,w, the
elasticity of quits with respect to wages, qz(w, z) the relationship between outside options and
quits, and bring internal estimates of T, the turnover cost.

2The quit rate derives from a poisson process. For any of the N workers, there is a λ probability of quitting at
any given moment. When they quit, the firm must pay the turnover cost.
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We explore how the outside option, z, impacts wages. We make the simplifying assumption
that the outside option impacts wages only through turnover, as this might be the most obvious
metric to many firms.

w =
Tq(w, z)(εφ,w + εq,w)

1− εφ,w

∂w
∂z

=
qzT(εφ,w + εq,w)

1− εφ,w
+

Tq q·qwz−qwqz
q2

1− εφ,w

=
qzT(εφ,w + εq,w)

1− εφ,w
+

Tqwz − T
q qwqz

1− εφ,w

The sign of the first term is positive since, qz > 0, quits increase when the outside option
increases as long as 0 < εφ,w < 1.3 The second term may also be considered positive since it
is not unreasonable to think that qwz > 0 if quits decrease as wages increase, rapidly at first
and more slowly later, showing a slope that is strongly negative then more weakly negative.
Finally, the third term is negative since qw < 0 and qz > 0. Thus overall we find that wages
increase as the outside option increases.

2 DATA
We use data on three case studies from two large firms. We first outline the data and then detail
our empirical approaches.

Online Retailer Data. The first source of data is an Online Retailer, where we focus on data
from their warehouse workers and their customer service representatives. These data begin in
2018 and go midway through 2020.

We study the 8,597 individuals who work in warehouses and the 4,799 customer service work-
ers employed by the retailer. We have workforce data, which captures how many individuals
were employed to work on a given day. This information is segmented based on workers’
level of employment (e.g., entry-level), and location. The dataset also contains information
about workers’ job titles and pay rates. For warehouse workers, we can also see the shifts
they worked and whether they have any skills (e.g. forklift certification) that warrant a pay
premium over the base rate.

Warehouse productivity is measured in boxes moved per hour and boxed moved per mov-
ing hour – an hour in which workers are indeed moving boxes, rather than eating lunch or
attending a team meeting. Our data consists of weekly measures of productivity for each of

3Given that we defined the elasticity of quits with respect to wages in a manner that flipped the sign, the sign
of the first term may not be self-evident. To see that it is positive, recall that the term was T(εφ,w − qww

q ) and that
qw < 0.
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the retailer’s warehouses. The retailer has distinct warehouses to handle large packages (e.g.,
a refrigerator or a couch) and smaller packages (e.g., a book or waterbottle). Boxes moved per
hour will be higher at warehouses that handle smaller packages. Since the treated warehouse
handles larger packages, it moves fewer boxes per hour than the average in the retailer.

Customer Service productivity metrics include information about the number of calls each rep-
resentative handles each day, as well as the average customer satisfaction reviews left for them
that day. Customer service representatives handle incoming calls from customers, potentially
inquiring about a delivery, a return, or damaged product – these representatives do not make
outgoing calls or handle incoming sales requests.

When a customer calls into the retailer, her call will be routed to a representative working at
that time who has the skills that appear to be necessary to handle her concern. Calls that appear
more challenging — like those about damaged products or refunds — are routed to represen-
tatives who have leveled up to more senior roles, while more routine calls — like those about
delivery timing or the company’s return policy — are routed to entry-level representatives.
Representatives are fairly autonomous but are nonetheless organized into teams of about a
dozen representatives all of a common skill-level, who share a single manager and are com-
pared to one another for the purposes of quarterly performance bonuses.

We supplement these administrative records with data from Economics Modeling Specialists,
International (Emsi) to find measures of the local pay for customer service representatives.
Emsi compiles data from government sources including the Bureau of Labor Statistics and
the Census, online profiles and resumes, online job postings and compensation data. Many
companies use their information on granular occupation- and labor-market-specific data on
wages and labor supply to guide their short-term decisions. In this regard, even if the data we
use from Emsi is biased, it nevertheless reflects the local outside option as understood by firms.

Staffing Agency Data. The second dataset comes from a large staffing agency, capturing every
person placed on an assignment in the US from 2016 through to the end of 2018.

The staffing agency places workers in over 222,000 warehouse jobs between 2016 and 2018.
Because we see the same worker in several jobs, the staffing agencies offers a valuable oppor-
tunity to estimate how much of pay’s effect on retention arises from attracting better workers
versus from increasing incentives for the same worker. Further the nature of the staffing agency
data allows us to ascertain whether firms were satisfied with their workers, lending us a mea-
sure of employer satisfaction. Finally, because we see many firms hiring for the same jobs, we
can estimate the spillovers of one firm’s wage setting on other firms’ turnover. Appendix 10
includes additional information about how individuals are placed in jobs at the staffing agency.
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3 HIGHER PAY BOOSTS RECRUITMENT
Higher pay relative to the local outside option attracts more workers to the retailer. When the
retailer’s advertised wages are $1/hour higher than the local outside option, they recruit 23-
30 percent more employees in the metropolitan statistical area (MSA), reflecting a recruitment
elasticity between 3.2 and 4.2.

The online retailer hires entry level remote customer service representatives at $14/hour re-
gardless of where the job-seeker resides. Job-seekers in low-paying places may more frequently
find the $14/hr rate attractive relative to the local alternatives and thus apply for and accept
jobs at the retailer at higher rates. Since the retailer does not care where its customer service
representatives are located, this translates into more customer service representatives in MSAs
where the retailer’s uniform wage is more competitive.

The uniformity of the retailer’s wage creates heterogeneity in the retailer’s pay, relative to the
representatives’ local outside options. For example, in Dallas, TX, the retailer’s pay is far below
the average entry-level rate for customer service; by contrast, in Lufkin, TX, a couple hours
from Dallas, the retailer’s pay exceeds many of the less lucrative alternatives.

In relative terms, representatives in Lufkin are paid more than representatives in Dallas for the
exact same work. We use variation in relative pay to draw inferences about pay’s impacts on
the number of recruits and the turnover and productivity of those recruits once at the retailer.
We define relative pay at the retailer to be the difference between its uniform $14/hr rate and
the entry-level pay for customer service in the MSA according to Emsi.

When considering the number of recruits in a metropolitan statistical area (MSA), we consider
the MSA-level specification:

Ym = β0 + β$,Uniform(Entry Relative Wage)m + εm. (1)

β$,Uniform reveals the relationship between relative pay and recruitment, holding fixed the na-
ture of the work. For β$,Uniform to offer an unbiased assessment of the effect of the retailer
raising its own wage, relative pay must be orthogonal to the inherent attributes of an MSA’s
pool of available workers. This assumption allows relative pay to affect the selection of work-
ers drawn from the pool of available workers — indeed, this is an important component of
the return of higher pay from the perspective of the retailer. By contrast, this assumption does
not allow the pool of workers in Lufkin to differ from pool of workers in Dallas and thus the
outcomes of recruited workers to differ for reasons other than retailer’s posted pay.

Every additional dollar the retailer pays above the average, local entry-level rate is associated
with between 0.17 and 0.22 more customer service recruits in the MSA off of an average of
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0.73 (see Table 2, Panel A). This translates into an elasticity of recruitment4 with respect to the
wage of between 3.2 and 4.2. When customer service representatives are considering different
options at the recruitment stage, their decision-making seems heavily swayed by relative pay.

Our evidence suggests that women are more elastic at the recruitment stage than are men.
While we have less power than one might wish when we split our sample by sex, we never-
theless find that in areas where the retailer’s pay is higher than local entry-level pay, there are
28 percent more female recruits and 15 percent more male recruits (see Table 2, Panel B). Our
estimates suggest that women have recruitment elasticities between 3.2 and 4.4 whereas men
have recruitment elasticities around 1.1 and 2.1, though we are underpowered to distinguish
men’s elasticities from zero.

4 HIGHER PAY INCREASES RETENTION
Higher pay decreases turnover within firms. This is important because turnover is costly, even
for workers in jobs that seem relatively routine and do not require an advanced degree. Ob-
jective metrics of productivity decrease when firms face turnover: fewer boxes are moved in
warehouses and new customer service representatives answer fewer calls.

In weeks when workers leave a warehouse, the productivity in the warehouse decreases by 8
percent (0.75 fewer boxes per moving-hour off of an average of 9.14). Diminished productivity
lasts three weeks, see Figure 1. On average, each warehouse loses 2.8 workers per week.

It takes a new customer service representative about 6 months to reach the calls volume of the
average customer service representative, who is answering calls on the same day within the
same time-zone. As illustrated in Figure 2, new representatives — who have just finished their
3 weeks of formal training — answer nearly 3 fewer calls per day – the equivalent of working
one fewer hour per day for the firm. This pattern persists when we consider a balanced panel of
representatives who stay at the retailer for at least 6 months (in the dotted line), suggesting that
selection alone is not driving the observed trajectory. Given the trajectory of learning, a higher
rate of churn means that at any given time more workers will be new to the firm and have
developed less skill in answering calls. This dynamic also suggests that retention of senior reps
is more valuable than retention of junior ones because they will walk away with more human
capital accumulated in the firm. Thus, our findings that pay primarily affects the turnover of
senior representatives is particularly meaningful for the retailer’s bottom line.

4.A Higher Pay Reduces Turnover
We show that higher absolute and relative pay reduces turnover in three contexts. In the first
case, we look at the effects when the retailer raised pay at a single warehouse with quasi-

4We estimate the recruitment elasticity of a specific firm rather than the job-to-job recruitment elasticity or job-
from-non-employment elasticities that might reflect elasticities relevant at a market level. The elasticities captured
here reflect those that are relevant to an individual firm.
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random timing. In the second case, we leverage the fact that the retailer kept it’s pay constant
for customer service representatives over a two year period, so we can see how the changing
outside option affects the retailer’s relative pay. This case study is useful because it allows us to
look at heterogeneity by demographic group. In the third case, we use a firm that hires ware-
house workers at a fixed price across the US; again, we can look at the advantages conferred by
wages higher than the outside option. This example is particularly useful in that the staffing
agency data allows us to decompose how much of the effect arises from selection and how
much from incentivizing the same worker, which we explore in Section 7.

Retention in a Warehouse. When the retailer raised wages in one warehouse quasi-randomly,
fewer workers left that warehouse.

In late July 2019, average pay was $16.20/hour. One week later, it had increased to $17.39/hour
and by the first of September 2019, it was solidly at $18.00/hour, an 11% increase in pay over
the course of a month. Figure 3 depicts the pay bump at the treated warehouse along with
relative pay constancy at other samples of warehouses.

The timing of the pay change is quasi-random. The retailer’s local Field Director shared that
the pay bump arose out of long-standing concerns about high turnover at this warehouse in
particular. Indeed, in the quarter before the pay change, turnover at the treated location was
nearly twice as high as in other warehouses. Turnover was higher at this warehouse than at
other warehouses because (a) it is in a highly competitive local labor market where other firms’
warehouses are located in very close proximity, and (b) the work can be grueling given that
this warehouse handles larger parcels than other warehouses for the retailer nearby. The Field
Director further confirmed that the nature of the work did not change around the pay jump and
it did not coincide with consumer holidays that may affect work intensity. Thus we consider
that the treated warehouse differs in important ways from other warehouses but the timing of
the pay jump is essentially random.

Table 1 describes the treated warehouse as compared to other warehouses in the quarter before
the pay jump. The bulk of warehouse workers are men in their mid-30s working full time. On
average, they have been with the firm for 10 months. Of the people working during the quarter
before the pay jump, fully 63 percent of those in the treated warehouse and 50% of those in the
other warehouses will ever leave the firm.

The bump in pay occurred throughout the distribution of Level-1 workers at this warehouse
and thus did not impact worker’ dynamic incentives to strive for promotions.5 Figure 4 shows
the distribution of wages in the week before the first pay change and the pay one month later.
The standard deviation in pay beforehand is 1.18 and afterward is 1.21, reflecting a 2.4% in-

5In contrast, increases in the minimum wage often compress the wage distribution of firms with low-wage
workers, potentially tempering the workers incentives to climb the ranks of the firm.
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crease in the spread of wages.

We use two empirical strategies to understand the changes resulting from this pay change: an
interrupted time series and a difference-in-differences strategy. In the interrupted time series,
we compare the turnover and productivity before and after the pay change. In the difference-
in-differences approach, we compare the change in the treated warehouse to the change in other
warehouses at the retailer. When considering retention, the difference-in-differences specifica-
tion compares to those warehouses that are in the same state as the treated warehouse. This
group of warehouses is situated in the same thick labor market: two of the three in-state ware-
houses are located within a 13-minute drive of the treated warehouse. These warehouses are
located right by a major cargo airport and many large companies, including Amazon, have
extensive warehouse real estate in close proximity. Thus, we believe they are a particularly
suitable comparison group.

We scale our results so that they reflect the change in turnover that would arise from a single
dollar’s change in hourly pay. We use a two stage least squares approach. Our first stage is

$i = α0 + δ1Post · 1Treated + νi

and our second stage is

Yi = α1 + β$$̂i + βPost1Post + βTreated1Treated + εi

where Yi reflects the potential outcomes (turnover and productivity), 1Post is an indicator for
whether the individual day occurs after the pay change and 1Treated is an indicator for whether
the individual works at the treated warehouse.6 β$ is our parameter of interest.7

Because our data includes daily observations of each worker, we cluster our standard errors at
the individual level to handle serial correlation. While there may be correlation within ware-
houses, since we only have one treated warehouse, we cannot cluster at the warehouse level.
Where possible, we cluster at the state level, which will yield conservative estimates. For the
other estimates, we thus turn to permutation test. We consider all the times between March
2018 and June 2019 that the pay increase, excluding the time after the pay jump so that we do
not include post-treatment outcomes.

To test the parallel trends assumptions necessary for our difference in differences approach, we

6Clearly, in the interrupted time series specification, 1Treated is uniformly one so the term drops out and 1Post is
subsumed in the intercept.

7Note that we run this as a classic difference-in-differences model since Imai and Kim (2019) point out that
multi-period difference-in-differences estimators put negative weight on some of the observations. This is a suitable
approach because we have no reason to believe that conditions at the other warehouses change substantially.
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look at the significance of leads and lags in our model as suggested by Pischke (2019):

Yi = γw + λt +
3

∑
j=−4

βTwt+j + εiwt

where γw reflects fixed effects for each warehouse, λt reflects fixed effects for the month, and Twt

is an indicator for whether the observation is treated in time t. All of our leads are statistically
indistinguishable from zero. One can also see this, visually, in Figure 5.

Kahn-Lang and Lang (2020) argue that in addition to testing parallel trends, any differences
in levels must also be explained in the context of the data. As noted above, we would ex-
pect to find a difference in the levels of turnover because this is the underlying problem with
the treated warehouse. We should also expect to see a difference in levels of productivity as
measured in units moved per hour based on the type of item moved in the warehouses.

Increased pay decreases worker turnover. In the three months before the pay increase, out of
every 100 workers in the warehouse, on average 13.4 would be leave per month – a monthly
retention rate of 86.6 percent. Paying an additional $1/hour decreases turnover by 2.5 individ-
uals – a decrease in attrition of 18.7 percent, and an increase in retention of 2.8 percent. Since
this measures an increase of pay off of $16.20/hour, our point estimate reflects an elasticity of
turnover of 3.03 (see Table ??, Panel A). Quits decrease by 21.3 percent — 2.2 fewer quits rel-
ative to the base of 10.66 quits out of every 100 workers. There is no effect on being fired for
performance. When we compare to turnover rates at other in-state warehouse, the treatment
effects are somewhat larger: a 28 percent reduction in turnover, reflecting an elasticity of 4.6,
and a 35 percent reduction in quits, reflecting an elasticity of 5.77. The specifications noted
here capture three months before and after the pay change. Appendix Table ?? show the effects
across several bandwidths.

Retention among Customer Service Representatives. Our second context looks at customer
service representatives at the same retailer. We use the fact that the retailer has maintained
sticky wages over time; the retailer has not adjusted its entry-level wages for remote or on-site
representatives since at least 2018 when our HR data begins. The stickiness of the retailer’s
pay contrasts sharply with the changing nature of representatives’ outside options: local pay
increases over this period, and does so more steeply in some MSAs than others. Where pay
in local customer service jobs rose faster, the retailer’s sticky pay depreciated more compared
to the outside option. For example, in Tampa, FL, entry-level wages for customer service rep-
resentatives rose considerably between 2018 and 2019, whereas in Sarasota, FL wages barely
budged. We can consequently evaluate how the change in relative pay translates into a change
in productivity among the representatives drawn from a particular MSA. This strategy allows
us to difference away any fixed disparities in productivity across MSAs, while accounting for
the general trends within the retailer.
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Particularly, we consider the first-difference specification:

∆Ym = α0 + α$,Sticky∆(Entry Relative Wage from 2018 to 2019)m + ζm. (2)

Since the retailer’s pay is sticky between 2018 and 2019, the change in its relative pay is entirely
driven by the growth (or stagnation) of the outside options in the MSA. To fully leverage the
daily nature of our data and account for fluctuations in consumer demand within a given year,
we focus on the analogous individual-level analysis:

Yimt = α0 + α$,Uniform∆(Entry Relative Wage)m · 1[Year = 2019] + µt + µMSA + ζimt, (3)

with standard errors clustered at the MSA-level. This specification asks how the change in the
retailer’s relative pay between 2018 and 2019 relates to daily call volume and other outcomes
of interest in 2019 after accounting for the fixed effect of the MSA and the general changes
in the retailer over time. While this approach utilizes individual data, it does not limit the
changes to within an individual — thus, these estimates will reflect the changing selection of
the retailer’s representatives as well as the changing incentives they face. This individual-level
approach yields nearly identical point estimates as the collapsed analysis but smaller standard
errors, since it accounts for the number of observations that contributed to our inferences about
changes at an MSA-level. In Appendix Table ??, we also present the MSA first-differences
(specification 2), weighted by the geometric mean of representative-days across the two years
to reflect the precision with which we estimate the differences in outcomes.

Our coefficient of interest is α$,Sticky — which reflects the relationship between a $1/hr change
in relative pay and the parallel change in the MSA’s turnover or productivity. Extrapolating
from α$,Sticky to the effect of the retailer raising its own pay requires weaker assumption than
under the national wage-setting design. Particularly, the sticky-pay strategy allows fixed char-
acteristics of the pool of customer service representatives to vary from place to place, since
these discrepancies will be differenced away, when looking at changes rather than levels. This
strategy still requires that changes in the pool of customer service representatives are orthog-
onal to changes in the wage. While this is still a strong assumption, the short time-frame of
our analysis makes it a credible one: over such a short horizon, it seems more plausible that
fluctuations in the demand for customer service representatives would drive changes in wages
than changes in the supply, in terms of either quantity or quality.

We approximate the changing entry pay in the MSA according to the average of the 25th and
50th percentiles of the local customer-service wage distribution from EMSI.

We drop the 3.75% of reps (1.82% of days) with missing wage information. We further drop
the 1.47% of reps (1.55% of days) who are missing information on the local outside option for
customer-service representatives — either because their address is missing or because too few
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customer service representatives work in the MSA for Emsi to construct an outside option. We
exclude representatives in the 3 physical call-centers constructed in 2018 and 2019 — 21.6% of
reps (982 of 4551). We also exclude 1424 reps (37.3%) hired in 2020, since our outside option
information from Emsi is only available for 2018 and 2019. We finally exclude 170 reps (7.1%)
in MSAs with hires in only one of the two years.

Changes in relative pay translated to changes in turnover. In places where the retailer’s pay lost
more ground to the outside option, monthly turnover increased more precipitously. Each $1/hr
loss in relative pay is associated with a 28 percent increase in monthly turnover — 1.2pp off an
average of 4.3 percent, reflecting an elasticity of 4.5 (see Panel B of Table 3 for the individual-
level analysis and Appendix Table ?? for the MSA-level analysis).

We find that the reduction in turnover stems from both a reduction in quits — worker-initiated
departures from the retailer, which are not due to family emergencies or geographic moves
— and a reduction in fires for poor performance. The final two columns of Table 3 Panel B
suggests that fires are especially sensitive to relative pay. The effect on fires is consistent with
managers’ expectations for workers not fully keeping up with changes in their relative pay:
this may be especially likely in contexts where the nominal pay at the firm does not change
and instead the firm’s pay only changes in relative terms. This contrasts with the first case
study where the retailer actively changed its own pay and we saw no statistical change in the
alignment between performance and expectations.

Retention among Temporary Warehouse Workers. One firm that employs workers through
the staffing agency hires several thousand warehouse loader-movers at exactly the same pay—
$17 per hour—regardless of where the job is located. Overall, the $17 per hour far exceeds
the average in the staffing agency of $12.85. However, there is variation in the going rate for
temporary warehouse loader-movers across the country – some areas pay $15 per hour, some
$11 per hour (see Figure 6). We leverage the variation in how much of a premium $17/hr lends
the firm over the outside options to gain purchase on our core question of how higher (relative)
pay affects performance.8 We dub this firm High Roller for ease of exposition.

We consider the relationship between relative pay and the outcomes of interest:

Yijt = β(17− Paycz
ijt) + γD + µt + εijt

where Yijt represents the outcome of interest, and Paycz
ijt reflects the average hourly pay rate for

other warehouse jobs in the season and commuting zone in the staffing agency.D is a vector of
expected duration variables up to a quartic in case workers are less likely to complete a longer

8Notably, High Roller is not hiring the warehouse workers to test them out for a permanent position: of the 8,477
individuals hired by this firm as warehouse loader-movers, only 16 are offered a permanent position. As such, the
possibility of individuals exerting more effort with an eye toward a permanent offer is effectively shut down. This
case study therefore captures the effect of higher wages alone, and not the effect of a possible permanent position.
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job. We include season fixed effects µt to address the fact that work and work availability may
differ season by season in warehouses. We cluster our standard errors at the commuting-zone
level in case commuting-zone shocks to the labor market affect workers’ on the job perfor-
mance.

We construct the sample by limiting to season-commuting zone pairs that have more than 10
assignments from High Roller during peak seasons where High Roller hires in more than one
commuting zone. We further eliminate the 267 assignments (3.2% of the 8,477 assignments)
at High Roller that are hired at a different rate, since we believe these are different jobs. Of
the 8,477 temporary assignments that High Roller secures through the staffing agency, 75% are
retained in our sample. To construct the outside option, we include all other warehouse jobs
begun in the same season and in the same commuting zone filled through the staffing agency.
The comparison between the jobs at High Roller and the outside options can be seen in Panel
B of Table 1.

Where the $17/hour wage represents a greater premium over the local outside options, comple-
tion rates of the temporary job are higher. For each $1/hr increase in relative pay, workers are
2.0 percent more likely to complete the job off a base of 83 percent completion and 9.0 percent
less likely to quit, off a base of 5.9 percent (see Panel C of Table 3). This reflects an elasticity of
quits of 0.4 with respect to a dollar extra in relative wages. Workers are also 10 percent less likely
to have a bad ending (which includes being fired for performance or attendance problems or
having a “Poor” evaluation with the staffing agency), off a base of 6 percent. Since much is
standardized across branches of this firm, we interpret this to mean that workers’ increase in
performance is not outpaced by managers’ expectations.

4.B Young and Male Workers are Especially Responsive to Pay
Some groups of workers are more responsive to pay than others. When deciding whether to
leave the retailer, younger people are more elastic than older workers. Men are more elastic
than women. Workers with good shifts are more elastic than those with unpleasant shifts.

In both the retailer’s warehouse and the retailer’s customer service team, we assess elasticities
of retention with respect to wages. These figures inform which workers firms can expect to
stick with them. However, some of them can also help shed light on the dynamics of the
market more broadly: if women are less elastic than men, then such differences can help us
understand the gender pay gap.

Difference by Sex. Female workers appear to be less elastic than male workers. Male cus-
tomer service representatives have a turnover elasticity of 6.63 and warehouse workers have
an elasticity of 2.45. An additional dollar of pay reduces turnover by over 40 percent for male
customer service representatives and 15 percent for male warehouse workers. Female customer
service representatives’ response to higher relative pay is economically small and statistically
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indistinguishable from zero. We have too few female warehouse workers to discern a reli-
able elasticity. These findings are consistent with findings from Wiswall and Zafar (2018) that
women prefer job stability whereas men prefer jobs with higher earnings growth.

These gender differences are accentuated among customer service representatives of child-
bearing age (see Appendix Table ??). While men of child-bearing age have retention elasticities
of 0.51, women of the same age have a retention elasticity of 0.14, which is statistically indistin-
guishable from zero. Despite different elasticities, women and men of child-bearing age have
similar pay and turnover rates, after accounting for MSA and time effects — thus, women and
men leave the retailer at similar rates but appear to do so for different reasons.

Figure 8 illustrates retention elasticity of female and male customer service representatives over
the life-cycle. Among young representatives — the minority of whom have child-care respon-
sibilities (see Appendix Figure ??) — female representatives are more responsive to pay than
male representatives. However, as customer service representative enter child-bearing ages,
their sensitivity to pay diverges: men become increasingly responsive to pay, while women
become less responsive to pay, perhaps because they put increasing weight on other attributes
of the job, such as regularly scheduled hours or the potential to work remotely.

These results are in sharp contrast to the findings in Caldwell and Oehlsen (2018), who sug-
gest there are minimal gender differences in daily labor supply responses among Uber-drivers.
Our setting of customer-service representatives contrasts with Caldwell and Oehlsen (2018)’s
setting in a few key ways. First, most customer service representatives have full-time jobs at
the retailer; thus, our estimates reflect the frictions that keep workers at their primary employ-
ers, rather than the rigidities in their decision-making about gig work. Second, in contrast to
the male-dominated setting of Uber-driving, our setting is one in which women make up the
majority — suggesting that the women in this occupation may be less strongly selected than
those in Uber-driving. Consistent with gendered selection into occupations, women in the
warehouse appear to have higher elasticities (though we are underpowered to detect differ-
ences due to few women working in this context). Finally, our setting may have more workers
of child-bearing age than Uber, where the gender differences appear most pronounced. Our
results are consistent with Hirsch et al. (2010) who find in matched employer-employee data
from Germany that women’s labor supply elasticities to the firm are smaller than those of male
workers.

Difference by Age. Employees under 30 are more elastic than workers 30 or older. Customer
service workers under 30 show an elasticity of 7.3 and warehouse workers under 30 have an
elasticity of 4.4. Workers 30 and over have significantly smaller elasticities, that are not distin-
guishable from zero.
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Difference by Worker Type. We find that workers who might be more able to secure another
job — customer service representatives who performed in the top third of representatives in the
one month after training, and warehouse workers in a favorable shift — have greater respon-
siveness to pay. Top-performing customer service representatives show elasticities of 6.68 rela-
tive to 2.76 among lower-performing representatives. Warehouse workers with daytime shifts
have elasticities of 4.08 relative to 0.76 among nighttime workers. The difference in elasticities
is consistent with either the workers who take night shifts having fewer options or preferring
their existing bundle of disamenities and the associated additional $0.50 per hour that poor
hours confers.

5 HIGHER PAY INCREASES PRODUCTIVITY
In both the retailer’s warehouse and among their on-site customer service agents, productivity
increases when pay, or relative pay, increases. In the warehouse, we find that pay increases
the number of boxes moved per hour by 7 percent (0.325/4.92 boxes per hour), reflecting an
elasticity of 1.2. Among customer service representatives, paying $1/hour more than the local
outside option increases calls taken per day by 7 percent, reflecting an elasticity of 1.12.

Warehouse Productivity. After the introduction of higher pay, productivity in the treated ware-
house increases relative to productivity beforehand, and also relative to the changes in produc-
tivity in other warehouses that handle similar types of parcels. The elasticity of boxes moved
per hour is greater than one in both specifications.

In the difference-in-differences specification, we compare to the “twin” warehouses at the re-
tailer that handle the same type of object in different locations. Whereas other warehouses at
the retailer handle smaller objects, these warehouses also handle larger objects, just like the
treated warehouse.

Three metrics capture warehouse productivity: boxes moved per hour; boxes moved per mov-
ing hour, which removes from the denominator the time spent on non-moving activities like
morning meetings or lunch; and the ratio of moving hours to total hours. We might expect the
ratio of moving hours to total hours to decrease if the team works more seamlessly, perhaps
due to increased retention.

Our contacts at the retailer confirm “twin” warehouses handle similar types of parcels, though
the baseline productivity between the treated and “twin” warehouses differ considerably (see
Figure ??). In the three months before the pay change, the treated warehouse moved an av-
erage of 4.9 boxes per hour, or 7.7 boxes per moving hour. In contrast, the “twin” warehouse
moved about 3 boxes per hour or 5 boxes per moving hour. The time-series is given in Figure
7 shows the change in units moved per hour. There is a gentle slope upward in the weeks
following the pay change, followed by a leveling out. There is no such change at the “twin”
warehouses. Given the different baseline levels, we believe the event study may be the most
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accurate representation. Nevertheless for completeness, we present both findings.

We find an increase of 0.328 boxes moved per hour in the three months following the pay
jump at the warehouse, an increase in productivity of 7 percent (see Table ??, Panel B). This
corresponds to an elasticity of 1.15. Our metric of boxes moved per moving hour is 0.316, an
increase of 4 percent and an elasticity of 0.67. Finally, we find an increase of 0.018 in the ratio
of moving to total hours, which corresponds to an increase of 8.6 minutes of moving per day.

Customer Service Productivity. Higher pay increases the number of calls that customer repre-
sentatives handle by 7 percent (without compromising customer satisfaction. It also decreases
the share of unscheduled absent hours. While unscheduled absent hours are not among the
retailer’s formal productivity metrics, they are costly to the firm since it can be hard to fill
unanticipated gaps in call-capacity.

Each $1/hr increase in relative pay is associated with a 7.2% increase in call volume, 1.84 addi-
tional calls per day off of a based of 26 (see Table ??). As in Section 4, we use changes in the local
pay for customer service representatives to assess the value of an additional dollar in relative
pay to reach these estimates. Intuitively, in MSAs where the retailer’s sticky pay depreciated
more substantially relative to the representatives’ rising outside options, daily call volume fell
between 2018 and 2019 compared to what would be expected given the dynamics in the rest of
the retailer.

Higher relative pay has limited impacts on customer satisfaction. This is reassuring to the
extent that higher call volumes are not coming at the expense of less satisfactory customer ex-
periences. However, the high rate of five-star evaluations and relatively little variation suggest
that this metric of performance may not be particularly telling.

By contrast, the final two columns suggest that the share of absences that are unapproved in
advance and thus difficult for the retailer to respond to is a decreasing function of pay. Each
$1/hr increase in relative pay is associated with a 12pp decrease in the share of absences that
are unapproved (18 percent off the base of 68 percent).

Notably, relative pay seems to have limited impact on hours worked, total absent hours, and
overtime hours — as detailed in Table ??. Thus, such effects do not complicate the interpre-
tation of our key metrics. It is unsurprising that relative pay does not appreciably move the
needle on hours worked because relative pay does not necessarily relate to the purchasing
power of the earnings of a marginal hour, which is typically the key consideration in extensive
margin labor supply choices. While one could tell stories where relative pay would still affect
representatives’ scheduling decisions — e.g. because representatives were balancing multiple
jobs or balancing job search against hours worked — it is less obvious that relative pay should
impact intensive-margin labor-supply choice of how much to work at one’s chosen firm than
that it should impact extensive marginal labor supply choice of where to work.
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6 HIGHER PAY MAY BE COST EFFECTIVE
When considering how to procure sufficient effective labor, firms must weigh the benefits of
higher pay against the cost of paying more. To better inform this debate, we estimate the returns
to paying higher wages. To help clarify the cost calculus that a firm may consider, we perform
cost-benefit calculations using the case studies from the retailer. In both the warehouse and
customer service instance, productivity shifts alone pay for the costs of higher wages.

At the retailer’s warehouse, each $1/hour yields a gross return $1.42-1.54 from reduced turnover
costs and increased warehouse efficiency.

The gross returns from decreased turnover in the warehouse are $0.28-0.40. Internal estimate
of the cost of training ($689), overtime while new workers get up to speed ($860), drug testing,
badges and other overhead ($300) suggest that Lauren & Co pay at least $1849 per new recruit.9

We find that an increase of $1/hour means the warehouse has 2.5 fewer workers per hundred
employees leave each month, yielding a savings of $4623 per month. If the firm had to pay
100 workers who worked 21 eight-hour days in a month, $1/hour more in order to affect this
change, their gross return on a $1 investment would be $0.28. However, the data from our
firm suggests that each worker was only working 116 hours per month, in which case the gross
return would be $0.40.

The gross returns of increased productivity in the warehouse are $1.14. Based on hourly pay
in the treated warehouse, in the quarter before the pay jump, the firm was spending $3.29
dollars per box moved ($16.20/hour / 4.92 boxes moved per person-hour). Since the higher pay
increased the warehouse level productivity by 0.348 boxes per person-hour, the gross return on
a $1 investment is $1.14.10

Among customer service representatives at this retailer, the gross return on a $1/hour increase
in the relative wage is $1.10.

Among customer service representatives, we find moderately small decreases in turnover from
increasing relative pay. Each additional $1/hour is associated with a decrease in monthly
turnover of 1.3. We estimate the cost of replacing a customer service representative to be $2,990
– including $1800 in training11, $300 in badges and other administrative costs. Again, this is
an under-estimate because it does not include recruiter time — the magnitude of the recruit-

9This is likely an underestimate because the full duration of time workers need to get up to speed and the costs
of recruiters’ time are not included.

10These figures do not include any changes in petty theft (which we assume would go down with a better paid
workforce), damages (which we could imagine might go up due to increased congestion, or down due to a more
practiced team working in the warehouse), or a slower warehouse footprint expansion. On balance, we suspect this
is an underestimate of the returns to boosted productivity.

11This is 3-weeks of wages during the period of formal training. We assume that representatives are on-net neutral
during this period since they take some real customer calls but they are also more intently supervised and advised
by a trainer, whose time is also valuable.
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ment elasticity suggests that higher pay might appreciably reduce the time it takes recruiters
to find acceptable candidates. According to these conservative estimates, increased retention
would thus reflect a savings of $3,887. To achieve these savings, 100 customer service repre-
sentatives working 21 eight-hour days, would have to be paid an additional dollar, implying a
gross return of 23 cents.

The gross returns from an increase in productivity among customer service representatives is
$1.06. Each call costs the firm roughly $4.60 ($15.60 average wage rate · 18 minutes/call). A
higher wage increases call volume by 1.85 calls per day according to the sticky pay specifica-
tion. The return on an $8 investment/day is $8.51 – or $1.06 on the $1/hour investment. This
estimate may yet be an underestimate if firms are able to leverage higher pay’s effect on re-
cruitment. We found that higher pay attracted more workers, with an elasticity of over 3. If
firms can distinguish between high-productivity workers, then securing greater interest from
prospective employees is valuable. Of course, if firms are unable to ascertain workers’ talent a
priori, then greater recruitment is not helpful.

7 MECHANISMS: BOTH SELECTION AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES

CONTRIBUTE
A key question is the mechanisms underlying changes in turnover and productivity. Does
raising wages for existing workers incentivize higher performance, or is the key advantage
of higher pay attracting and retaining talent? We find that 20-50 percent of the effects can be
attributed to sorting better workers to higher paying jobs, with the rest attributable to improve-
ments in the same workers’ behavior.

We first use staffing agency data that shows the same worker in multiple jobs to assess how
much pay affects the behavior of the individual worker, finding that as much as 50-80 percent
of the effect arises from behavioral responses to higher pay. We then document that higher
pay both attracts and retains better workers: when higher pay is offered at the retailer’s ware-
house, those who switch into the warehouse are positively selected. Similarly, those who secure
higher paying jobs at the staffing agency are more likely to be predicted to be excellent. Among
customer service representatives, higher relative pay appears to be more effective in prevent-
ing turnover among high quality and more senior customer service representatives. Likewise
those who leave the warehouse after the pay jump tend to be newer workers.

Finally, since some of the effects of higher pay arise from sorting better workers to higher
paying firms, we explore the negative spillovers on other firms that are hiring for the same
position at the same time. In the staffing agency, we do find that when a high-paying firm is
filling positions, the people placed in other, similar, local jobs perform less well.
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7.A Higher Pay Incentivizes Better Work
While attraction and retention are important factors, they do not account for all of the effect of
higher pay. Indeed, if the new workers at the retailer’s warehouse accounted for the entirety of
the productivity shift, they would have to work at 177 percent the level that workers had been
before the pay bump. That is, they would have to move an additional 3.8 boxes per hour over
the baseline 4.92 boxes per hour. 12

We can also assess the incentive-effects of higher pay in the customer service context. We first
consider the heterogeneous effects of higher relative pay across workers with different baseline
productivity. If less skilled workers at baseline are more at risk of termination than more able
workers, one might expect the output of these workers to be more sensitive to the relative pay
of the retailer. Indeed, in Table 8, we find that call-volume effects are concentrated among rep-
resentatives, who are in the bottom two-thirds of call volumes in their first month at the retailer,
as consistent with these representatives being more concerned about the possibility of termi-
nation. Representatives in the top third of first-month daily call volumes have no appreciable
change in their call volumes when their relative pay quasi-randomly changes.

Moreover, we can investigate within-representative effects of changes in the retailer’s relative
pay, by adding in individual fixed effects to specification 3 to arrive at:

Yimt = γ$,Uniform∆(Entry Relative Wage)m · 1[Year = 2019] + µt + µi + ζimt. (4)

Table 8 details the result of this approach. Unfortunately, this design substantially reduces the
precision of our estimates, but our results nonetheless suggest that much of the productivity
effects persist within a representative. Taken at face value, the within-representative call ef-
fect in column two explains 64% of the aggregate effect in column one. Similarly, 37% of the
reliability-effect on the share of absences that are unapproved persists within worker. Finally,
the customer satisfaction changes are larger within worker than across workers, although both
changes are economically small and statistically insignificant.

We can employ a similar design in the context of the staffing agency, where we often see the
same worker in multiple jobs, each with different pay.

We first perform the same exercise in the context of the High Roller, where we can leverage
national wage-setting to identify variation in real pay for similar work done in different ge-
ographies. Results in the context of High Roller are noisy, but go in a similar direction, with
about half of the effect on job completion arising from incentives (see Figure ??). In this context,
all of the reduction in worker quits can be attributed to the incentives of workers.

12Scaling each worker by the amount of time they worked at Lauren & Co., there are 241.8 effective retained
workers during the post-period and 44.27 effective new workers during the post-period. If retained workers move
4.92 boxes per hour, new workers would have to move 8.72 boxes per hour for the whole team to reach 5.51 boxes
per hour.
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More broadly, the staffing agency affords us many more observations with which to draw in-
ferences about the relative importance of selection and incentives, albeit in settings that are less
clean than our case studies. These estimates suggest about half to two-thirds of the effect of
higher pay on job completion and excellent evaluations persist within worker.

For this analysis, we focus on the sample of warehouse workers, since this offers a relatively
homogeneous set of jobs that account for a third of agency placements (222,904 of 712,275)
and concord with one of the two routine jobs in our case studies. We begin by estimating the
reduced-form relationship between pay and performance:

Yij = β0 + β$ · Payj + µoc + µdct + uij. (5)

where Yij may be the job completion rate or the rate of workers quitting and β$ captures the
relationship of interest. To isolate the pay premium of the firm above the local market, we in-
clude occupation by commuting zone fixed effects and industry by commuting zone by month
fixed effects that together soak up variation in the local labor market. Our estimates are thus
identified off of variation in hourly pay across firms and workers in the same local labor mar-
ket.

We seek to leverage the staffing agency context to understand how higher pay changes perfor-
mance within a given worker. This is instructive for a firm considering how changing pay will
impact the productivity of existing workers or for a policy-maker considering the aggregate
effects of higher pay on output across many firms. To isolate the incentive effects of higher pay,
we can look at the relationship between completion and pay within individual workers who
work multiple jobs at the staffing agency, using the regression:

Yij = ψ$ · Payj + µi︸︷︷︸
Worker FE

+µoc + µdct + vij.

We estimate both of these specifications for the sample of workers with multiple jobs through
the agency, since these workers are used to identify the within-worker effect of higher pay.13

Table 9 presents the results of this analysis. In the first panel, each additional dollar of pay is
associated with a 2pp higher rate of job completion off of a base of 55 percent in the sample of
workers who take multiple jobs. We find a 1.95pp (or 11 percent) decrease in workers quitting.
There is likewise an increase in excellent evaluations of 0.47pp (1.8 percent). Panel B turns to
within worker effects. Within a given worker, each additional dollar of pay is associated with a
1.3pp higher rate of job completion off of a higher base of 55 percent in the sample of workers

13Appendix Table ?? reports the reduced-form relationship between pay and job completion and worker evalu-
ations for all warehouse jobs and for inbound call center jobs, which are the most comparable jobs to those in our
case studies. Appendix Table ?? presents this reduced-form relationship for all routine jobs in the staffing agency,
including manufacturing and cleaning jobs as well as warehousing and call-center work.
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who take multiple jobs. We find a 1.7pp (or 11 percent) decrease in workers quitting. There is
likewise an increase in excellent evaluations of 0.34pp (1.8 percent).

Since the aggregate effect of higher pay combines the within-worker incentive effect and the
cross-worker selection effect, we can use our incentive estimate to decompose the effect of
higher pay into the incentive-effect and selection-effect. We find that 60% of the effect of higher
pay on performance comes from the within-worker incentive effect while the remaining 40%
comes from the cross-sectional selection effect. By contrast for quits, 88% of the effect comes
from within-worker incentives, supporting the idea that quits are under the worker’s control
and a function of her decisions whereas other terminations may reflect the worker’s abilities
irregardless of her efforts. As consistent with this, only 26% of the effect on bad endings occurs
within worker.

7.B Higher Pay Attracts Better Workers
At the staffing agency, the quality of workers place in a job responds to hourly pay. An ad-
ditional dollar in hourly pay means a firm is 8.5 percent less likely to have a worker who is
predicted to do poorly and about 5 percent more likely to have a worker to is predicted to do
excellently (see Table ??). To create this analysis, we construct a prediction of workers’ eval-
uations based on their prior assignments, job evaluations, and job endings. Only 8 percent of
workers are predicted to earn an excellent evaluation, and another 8.9 percent are predicted to
earn a poor evaluation. Another 62 percent are new workers, and thus do not have evaluations
from which to predict their quality.

When pay is increased at the retailer’s warehouse, 14 people switch from the retailer’s other
local warehouses to the treated warehouse.14 These transferees are positively selected: they
have higher pay than their peers at the warehouse of origin and longer tenure than the existing
workers at the treated warehouse.

Positive selection is consistent with our findings below that higher pay in one warehouse has
negative impacts on local, rival warehouses.

7.C Higher Pay Retains Better Workers
Higher pay not only attracts quality workers, but retains them.

We leverage the stickiness of the retailer’s wage for customer service representatives to assess
retention elasticities for workers with different baseline productivity. We hypothesize that the
pay in local outside options is more important for more productive worker, who are better
able to convert lucrative outside options into job offers that draw them out of the retailer. We
test this hypothesis by investigating whether turnover rises more sharply for highly produc-

14These people are not considered terminations and therefore do not impact our estimates of pay’s effects on
turnover where we use the in-state warehouses as a control.
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tive workers in those MSAs where the retailer’s sticky wage loses more ground to the local
alternatives.

We find that higher pay is particularly effective at retaining representatives who start in the top
third of daily call volume in their first month (see Table 6). Each $1/hr of additional relative pay
reduces turnover by 44% for initial top performers, implying a retention elasticity of 0.35. By
contrast, for the rest of the representatives, a $1/hr increase in relative pay decreases turnover
by 17%, implying a retention elasticity of 0.12. This suggests that selective retention may be an
important driver of increased productivity.

In the second panel of Table 6, we see that the greater responsiveness of top performers is
driven by men. Among male high-performers, each dollar of relative pay reduces monthly
turnover by 5pp (85%), implying a retention elasticity of 0.84 for these workers which is sig-
nificantly higher than the retention elasticity among other male representatives (see Appendix
Table ??). By contrast, among female top performers, the retention elasticity is only 0.09, which
is not meaningfully different from that of other women (as shown in Appendix Table ??.

The gender difference in the interaction between baseline productivity and relative pay in de-
termining retention is further evidence that women are less likely to seek out alternative job
opportunities, but instead often leave the retailer for non-work concerns. Indeed, suppose this
were the case and women were less likely to seek out alternative job opportunities. This would
manifest in a lower elasticity of retention with respect to the retailer’s relative wage. If male
and female representatives were both more likely to be able to get job offers when they are
more productive, then this would also attenuate the interaction between productivity and rel-
ative pay for female representatives, since highly productive women would be less likely to
actualize better job opportunities. Thus, both lower retention elasticities overall and especially
the lower retention elasticities of highly productive women support the idea that women are
less likely to search for alternative jobs while in the current one.

7.D Higher Pay has Negative Spillovers for Local Firms
Since a portion of the boost in relative completion rates may be attributed to sorting more
reliable workers to higher paying firms, a natural question arises: do other local firms suffer
the consequences? An intimately related question is whether higher pay is zero-sum between
firms?

We address how higher wages may spillover to other firms in the context of High Roller, since
High Roller hires through the staffing agency only during the holiday season when they need
more loader-movers, and who pays all their workers $17/hour (see Section ?? for an introduc-
tion to High Roller). We explore two types of spillovers: direct poaching and selection. We
first look at whether workers within the agency leave their assignments at the time when High
Roller is hiring to see if High Roller causes other firms to have unexpected turnover. We then
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look at whether High Roller may simply attract better workers such that firms hiring for the
same type of position in the same time periods have lower job completion and performance.

Empirical Approach. We use a difference-in-differences approach, comparing the change in
worker quality around the holiday season in commuting zones where the central firm is present
to the change in worker quality in control commuting zones. Because where to locate is a
considered decision for firms, the choice of a control group is key to the validity of our strategy.
We leverage the fact that we see rival firms that perform almost exactly the same function in
our data to construct a control group. Among these rival firms, the considerations about where
to locate are likely fairly similar – a supposition born out by the fact that a great number of the
locales overlap. We use the places where the rival firms have located but the central firm has
not as the control location.

We define a treated commuting zone to have at least one month in which High Roller hires
more than 45 individuals in that month and to have had at least 20 hires outside the High
Roller. We require that control months have at least 20 job placements outside High Roller.
The entire sample is limited to warehousing jobs. We further restrict the sample to the three
months just before High Roller seeks workers to account for potential seasonality. The sample
is described in the first three columns of Table ??. The commuting zones where High Roller
locates tend to have slightly higher pay than locations where only rivals locate. Nevertheless,
more workers quit and more have bad endings in areas where High Roller locates, which might
be due to having job that are expected to last longer.

An alternative control group includes all the warehouse jobs outside the treated commuting
zones in the state. The same requirements that a treated commuting zone must have more than
45 High Roller hires in a month and at least 20 hires outside that firm and that control months
have at least 20 job placements outside High Roller still hold. This set of commuting zones
features lower-paying, shorter jobs than the commuting zones where High Roller hires. There
are fewer excellent evaluations and more bad endings in High Roller’s locations (see Table ??).

We use a simple difference-in-differences approach:

Yit = α01
cz
ijt + α1 + 1

month
ijt + β(T · 1cz

ijt · 1month
ijt · Payijt) + µT + εijt (6)

Since our data includes several periods of hiring, we estimate the treatment effect for each
year separately, and include µT fixed effects for the year. We keep the years separate to ensure
that we do not put negative weight on any of our comparisons, in keeping with the current
literature critiquing two-way fixed effects models (e.g., Goodman-Bacon, 2018; Abraham and
Sun, 2018; Imai and Kim, 2019; de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuille, 2020). We would expect
that in areas and times where the central firm’s going rate of $17 per hour is greater than the
average pay for a warehouse worker, the negative effects on other firms would be larger. As
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such, we interact the treatment effect with Payijt, the average pay differential in the commuting
zone - season pair. β thus captures how much an additional dollar of relative pay offered by
High Roller impacts job outcomes at rival firms in each of our treated years.

To assess the parallel trends assumption, we plot in Figure ?? the average pay rates for ware-
house jobs in the treated and untreated commuting zones in orange and blue dots, respectively.
The shaded areas show the months where the central firm is hiring more than 50 individuals.
While the central firm tends to locate in commuting zones that tend to have slightly higher pay
than the areas where their rivals alone locate, the trends in pay are fairly similar throughout
the time period. Additionally, we test for pretrends analytically, by adding treatment-year fixed
effects, as Pischke (2019) recommends, and we find no significance.

Higher Pay impacts performance among local rival firms. When High Roller is hiring in one
dollar higher than the outside option, workers at rival firms are between 16 and 34 percent less
likely to complete the job off a base job completion rate of 25 percent in control commuting
zones and months, and are between 9.6 and 18 percent more likely to have a bad ending off a
base of 45 percent.

If selection is at work, we may see not only increased turnover at rival firms, but also lower
quality workers placed in those jobs. Workers hired into rival firms when High Roller his
hiring are 0.98 percentage points less likely to be predicted excellent off a baseline of 9.7 percent
in control commuting zones and months and also 2 percentage points less likely to be new
workers, off a baseline of 40.7 percent.

If pay is so much better at High Roller, one could imagine workers at the agency leaving their
existing gigs in order to take higher-paid positions.15 To see whether the higher pay at High
Roller leads workers to quit their existing jobs, we conduct a difference-in-differences regres-
sion, comparing the warehouse jobs that end commuting zones and months where High Roller
is hiring to the job endings in other locations where High Roller’s rivals locate. This is distinct
from the above analysis, where we were comparing workers placed in jobs at the same time;
here we examine those jobs that end in the months when High Roller is hiring.

We consider all warehouse jobs in commuting zones that High Roller or its rivals locate in.
Each ongoing job in a given month has an observation for that job-month since the worker
could choose to terminate in that month. Thus the interpretation of β from Regression 6 in this
context is the change in the percent of ongoing jobs that are completed/quit in a month when
High Roller is hiring at a pay differential of $1/hour more than the outside option.

Table A.2 shows that there is not an uptick in staffing workers leaving their job or otherwise
having an unsatisfactory end in order to take jobs at the central firm.

15The staffing agency does not prohibit workers from moving between client firms. Indeed in our data, 13,949
assignments end because the worker switches to another job within the same industry.
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8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we present evidence that warehouse workers and customer service represen-
tatives are responsive to wages, not only with regard to recruitment and turnover, but also
with regard to their on-the-job productivity. We estimate recruitment elasticities in excess of 3,
turnover elasticities between 3 and 4.5, as well as productivity elasticities in excess of one. We
estimate that 20-50 percent of the improvement arises from sorting better workers to higher-
paying positions, but that the remainder is attributable to workers’ behavioral responses to
higher pay.

This paper is relevant to many firms seeking to set wages for their routine workers. It suggests
that in some cases seeking to trim the bottom line may in actuality increase costs by increasing
turnover or dampening on-the-job productivity. Especially since many warehousing jobs occur
in states with relatively low minimum wages, including Texas, Kentucky, Ohio and Georgia,
higher wages for warehouse workers will only occur through firms’ wage-setting decisions.

This paper is relevant to those local governments that are inclined to use their policy levers to
bolster pay of low-wage workers. In particular, the elasticities of labor supply with respect to
wages that we calculate help inform whether a minimum wage boost or an increase in the EITC
is more likely to help workers. When labor-supply is highly elastic and labor-demand is highly
inelastic, work subsidies like the Earned Income Tax Credit will not benefit employees: workers
will see their wages fall in lockstep with the increases in government benefits. Conversely, in
such a world, increases in the minimum wage will benefit workers, who will see wages rise
with little change in available opportunities. Likewise, if firms keep wages low but are inelastic
in demand, then an increase in the minimum wage will increase take-home pay without a
significant effect on the number of individuals hired. Thus, our elasticity estimates are key in
guiding policy in this changing economy.

If policymakers are intent on raising the minimum wage as a way to address monopsony power
of employers to potentially depress wages, our result suggest that this may be even more cru-
cial in female-dominated industries. We find that male workers have greater retention elas-
ticities than female workers. Thus when the concentration of firms is used as a measure of
monopsony power, we may underestimate firms’ power to set female wages. Thus focusing on
female-dominated industries when considering wage-setting regulations may be sensible.

To the extent that our results are often measuring the difference between a firm’s pay and
workers’ outside options, minimum wage changes also matter. If a minimum wage increase
compresses the wage distribution, workers who were paid above the minimum wage will have
less difference between their wages and their outside options. In that case, raising wages may
help firms capture lower turnover and higher productivity. Thus our paper shows why firms
may seek to raise wages in the wake of a minimum wage change, even for workers who were
not paid the minimum wage.
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Our results do have limitations and leave a number of questions unanswered. Our results that
explore the spillovers of high-paying firms on local rival firms can only document the effect in
terms of worker-retention, not in terms of objective measures of productivity. We would love
to know whether work is slower at rival firms when a local firm raises pay.

While we provide suggestive evidence the mechanisms underpinning our results, we cannot
perfectly nail the relative contributions of attracting better workers versus eliciting greater ef-
fort from the existing workforce. This is a significant shortcoming insofar as it means we are un-
able to answer general equilibrium questions such as what might happen if wages were raised
universally in a given geography. If the effect we document is coming from greater effort, then
all firms might see an increase in productivity when all workers’ pay is raised. If higher pay
generates greater productivity because better workers gravitate toward higher-paying firms,
then a global increase in pay will not induce greater productivity since no sorting would occur.
Alternatively, if on-the-job productivity increases with pay because reduced turnover itself in-
creases output, then the resultant question is whether turnover is a function of relative pay or
absolutely higher pay. We find that turnover is responsive to both relative and absolute pay.
A more thorough investigation into the mechanisms would be extremely and high-value for
informing policy.

Our work does not completely capture involuntary unemployment, a key component of effi-
ciency wage theory. If firms raise wages to reduce turnover or increase productivity, they also
create involuntary unemployment and cuing for jobs. In our current data we are unable to
test this component of the theory. Ideal data might be able to show whether there are higher
application rates jobs in areas where the relative pay is higher.

While there is ample room for additional research, this paper contributes by (a) estimating
extensive and intensive labor supply elasticities in several contexts, (b) bringing objective pro-
ductivity metrics to bear on this question, (c) providing suggestive evidence about the relative
contributions of sorting and workers’ behavioral responses to pay, and (d) investigating the
spillovers of higher pay on worker retention.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Panel A: Warehouse and Customer Service Samples from an Online Retailer
Warehouse Customer Service

Treated In-State Twin All CSR All Remote Sticky Pay
$/hour 16.20 15.66 16.24 15.83 14.35 16.02
Entry CSR $/hr in MSA 13.81 14.46 13.52
% Turnover 13.40 9.30 5.15 4.40 6.59 4.31
% Quit 10.66 7.50 4.05 3.57 5.55 3.50
% Fired 2.02 1.24 0.70 0.62 0.83 0.58
% Turnover in MSA 6.25 6.96 6.27
Days in Co 276.32 314.17 235.17 325.91 172.21 333.89
% Female 21.89 52.50 20.31 70.75 88.58 69.25
Age 36.09 37.55 33.59 33.82 36.48 33.65
Boxes/Hour 4.92 6.51 2.76
Boxes/Moving Hour 7.69 10.48 5.16
Moving/Total Hours 0.64 0.62 0.55
Calls/Day 25.11 25.32 25.27
Calls/Hour 3.27 3.28 3.30
Absent Unapproved Hours 0.43 0.43 0.43
# Employees 368 690 896 4,551 593 3,061
# Days 20,824 48,401 59,994 1,289,980 115,685 854,614

Panel B: Temporary Warehouse Positions from a Staffing Agency
All Warehouses High Roller Local Warehouses

$/Hour 11.74 17.00 12.51
% Job Completed 44.15 83.57 41.72
% Quit 31.84 5.85 33.98
% Bad Ending 27.93 6.15 30.64
% Excellent Eval 13.15 20.87 6.45
Expected Duration 102.87 30.70 106.02
# Workers 140,664.00 5,701.00 32,009.00
# Assignments 222,904.00 6,664.00 45,454.00
n_cz 374.00 83.00 83.00
n_firms 3,950.00 1.00 1,448.00

We use data from an online retailer’s warehouse workers and customer service representatives
(Panel A) as well as from a staffing agency’s warehouse placements (Panel B). Statistics are
aggregated from daily data in Panel A, meaning that workers who are present longer have
greater weight than workers who are present for a short period. For the warehouse workers in
Panel A, we limit to the three months before the pay change analyzed in the paper. In Panel B,
statistics are aggregated from job-level data, so each job is weighted equally.
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Table 2: Customer Service: Effect of Relative Pay on Recruitment

Panel A: Pay’s Effects on Recruitment

# Customer Service Representatives Hired

Entry $14/hr - MSA Entry $/hr 0.168∗ 0.195∗∗ 0.206∗∗ 0.219∗∗ 0.222∗∗

(0.087) (0.089) (0.094) (0.101) (0.101)
Elasticity 3.19∗ 3.71∗∗ 3.92∗∗ 4.18∗∗ 4.22∗∗

(1.66) (1.69) (1.79) (1.92) (1.92)
# MSA Customer Service Workers Linear Log Quartic Quartic Quartic
Retailer Non-CSR Presence No No No Yes Yes
Retailer Non-CSR Counts No No No No Yes

Mean Recruits/MSA 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73
# MSAs 920 920 920 920 920
F 138.83 35.4 74.4 54.95 43.41
R2 0.232 0.289 0.297 0.300 0.388

Panel B: Pay’s Effects on Recruitment by Sex

# Customer Service Representatives Hired

Entry Relative $/hr 0.013 0.010 0.008 0.008 0.015
(0.025) (0.009) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010)

Female : Entry Relative $/hr 0.115∗∗ 0.142∗∗ 0.156∗∗ 0.167∗∗ 0.157∗∗

(0.046) (0.069) (0.074) (0.080) (0.079)

Recruitment Elasticity for Men 1.86 1.41 1.09 1.17 2.14
(3.43) (1.26) (1.52) (1.57) (1.35)

Recruitment Elasticity for Women 3.27 3.87 4.14 4.45 4.38
(1.58) (1.92) (2.06) (2.21) (2.21)

Employment Linear Quartic Quartic Quartic Log
Retailer Non-Csr Presence No No No Yes Yes
Retailer Non-Csr Counts No No No No Yes
F 117.55 29.19 59.53 45.41 37.22
Mean Female Recruits/MSA 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
Mean Male Recruits/MSA 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
# MSAs 920 920 920 920 920
R2 0.204 0.172 0.264 0.272 0.280

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
We consider the relationship between relative pay of the employer and the number of customer service rep-

resentatives ever recruited and hired in the MSA. Each observation is an MSA, excluding MSAs with on-site
call-centers which have different advertising. Relative pay is the gap between the retailer’s $14/hr rate and
the typical rate for entry-level workers, which we approximate with the average of the 25th and 50th per-
centiles of the local wage distribution. In the first column, we control only for a linear effect of the number
of local customer service representatives in the MSA, whom the retailer could potentially draw from. In the
second column, we instead control for a log in employment. In the third column, we control for a quartic
in local employment in customer service. In the fourth column, we add indicators for the retailer having a
warehouse in the MSA and the retailer having a corporate or sales’ office in the MSA. In the final column, we
also include controls for counts of the number of warehouse and other non-customer-service workers in the
retailer in the MSA.
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Table 3: Higher Pay Enhances Productivity

Panel A: Turnover Effects In the Retailer’s Warehouse

First Stage Monthly Retention Quits Fires

Post x Treated 1.755∗∗∗ 2.152∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.093)

$1/hour −2.504∗∗∗ −3.780∗∗∗ −2.270∗∗∗ −3.797∗∗∗ 0.061 0.245
(0.937) (1.207) (0.822) (1.075) (0.405) (0.487)

Elasticity 3.03*** 4.57*** 3.45*** 5.77*** 0.49 1.97
(1.13) (1.46) (1.25) (1.63) (3.26) (3.91)

Base Mean 16.2 16.2 13.4 13.4 10.66 10.66 2.02 2.02
Comparison In-State In-State In-State In-State
Workers 514 1557 514 1557 514 1557 514 1557
F 599.62 535.15 7.31 3.52 7.81 4.22 0.02 2.75
Observations 50,478 149,656 50,478 149,656 50,478 149,656 50,478 149,656

Panel B: Turnover Effects Among Customer Service Representatives

Monthly Turnover Quits Fires

Entry Relative $1/hr −1.208∗∗ −0.671 −0.206∗∗

(0.610) (0.561) (0.090)

Elasticity 4.484** 3.071 19.148**
(2.264) (2.57) (8.375)

Date Fixed Effects X X X
F 1.93 1.79 0.99
Mean $/hr 16.02 16.02 16.02
Dependent Mean 4.31 3.5 0.17
MSAs 42 42 42
Workers 3061 3061 3061

Panel C: Turnover Effects Among Temporary Warehouse Workers

Job Completed Quits Bad Ending

Relative Hourly Pay 1.709∗∗ −0.523∗∗∗ −0.631∗∗∗

(0.801) (0.202) (0.212)

Elasticity 0.09 0.4 0.45
(0.04) (0.15) (0.15)

Season Fixed Effects X X X
Controls Days Quartic Days Quartic Days Quartic
Base Mean 83.4 5.9 6.3
Workers 5,763 5,763 5,763
Observations 6,398 6,398 6,398
R2 0.078 0.055 0.032

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
We calculate retention responsiveness to (relative) wages in three contexts: Panel A shows where the retailer quasi-

randomly increased wages within a single warehouse. Standard errors are clustered at the worker level. Panel B
shows the effect of relative wages on customer service representative retention, using a sticky pay design. Panel C
shows temporary warehouse workers who are subject to national wage setting.
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Table 4: Retention Elasticities by Worker Group

Panel A: Pay’s Effects on Retention by Sex
Customer Service Warehouse

Female Male ∆ Female Male ∆
Effect on Turnover -0.91 -1.87** 0.96* -2.92 -2.01* -0.91

(0.6) (0.6) (0.54) (1.79) (1.03) (2.06)
Elasticity of Turnover 3.47 6.63 -3.16 5.06 2.45 2.6
Mean Turnover 4.17 4.57 -0.78*** 9.32 13.25 -3.93

(0.23) (1.62)
Mean Pay 15.94 16.19 -0.07 16.14 16.21 -0.07

(0.07) (0.22)
# Workers 2097 901 99 395
# MSAs 39 23 1 1

Panel B: Pay’s Effects on Retention by Age
Customer Service Warehouse

Age <30 Age ≥30 ∆ Age <30 Age ≥30 ∆
Effect on Turnover -2.4** -0.39 -2** -5.19** -0.57 -4.61**

(1.13) (0.45) (0.87) (1.81) (0.99) (2.06)
Elasticity of Turnover 7.33 1.74 5.59 4.42 1.05 3.37
Mean Turnover 5.19 3.66 1.78*** 18.61 8.89 9.72**

(0.35) (1.5)
Mean Pay 15.88 16.12 -0.3*** 15.86 16.39 -0.53***

(0.07) (0.16)
# Workers 1312 1688 201 301
# MSAs 25 39 1 1

Panel C: Pay’s Effects on Retention by Worker Type
Customer Service Warehouse

Start Top Third Start Bottom ∆ Night Shift Day Shift ∆
Effect on Turnover -2.13** -0.77** -1.36 0.22 -4.97*** 5.2**

(1.06) (0.33) (1.05) (0.93) (1.45) (1.72)
Elasticity of Turnover 6.68 2.76 3.92 0.76 4.08 -3.32
Mean Turnover 4.98 4.39 0.32 4.87 19.42 -14.55***

(0.44) (2.29)
Mean Pay 15.62 15.78 -0.27*** 16.56 15.95 0.6***

(0.04) (0.16)
# Workers 615 1207 132 382
# MSAs 17 25 1 1

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
We calculate responsiveness to the retailer’s (relative) wages, separately for workers with different demographics.

Differences in means among customer service representatives are calculated base on gregressions that include date
and MSA fixed effects and have standard errors clustered at the MSA-level. Differences for warehouse workers are
calculated from regressions with standard errors clustered at the individual level.
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Table 5: Higher Pay Enhances Productivity

Panel A: Pay’s Effects on Productivity In the Warehouse

First Stage Boxes/Hr Boxes/Moving Hr Moving/Total Hrs

Post x Treated 1.755∗∗∗ 1.622∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.026)

$1/hour 0.348∗∗∗ 0.375∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗ 0.557∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ 0.001
(0.015) (0.021) (0.014) (0.031) (0.001) (0.002)

Productivity ε 1.15*** 1.23*** 0.67*** 1.17*** 0.46*** 0.03
(0.05) (0.07) (0.03) (0.07) (0.02) (0.05)

Base Mean 16.2 16.2 4.92 4.92 7.69 7.69 0.64 0.64
Comparison Twin Twin Twin Twin
Workers 514 1733 514 1733 514 1733 514 1733
F 567.46 3826.99 567.46 176040.6 535.98 98323.11 563.13 31671.89
Observations 50,478 187,861 50,478 187,861 50,478 187,861 50,478 187,861

Panel B: Pay’s Effects Among Customer Service Representatives

Daily Call Volume Satisfaction (out of 5) % of Absences Unapproved

Entry Relative $1/hr 3.331∗∗∗ 0.007 −12.080∗∗∗

(0.954) (0.006) (4.408)

Elasticity 2.1*** 0.022 2.822***
(0.6) (0.019) (1.029)

FE: Date X X X
F 68.9 1.9 12.81
Mean $/hr 15.96 15.96 16.11
Dependent Mean 25.27 4.89 68.31
MSAs 41 41 41
Workers 2687 2687 2782

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
In Panel A we show the interrupted time series and difference-in-differences estimates of the effect of pay on retention

and productivity in the warehouse. The first two columns of both panels reflects the first stage, showing that after the pay
change, hourly pay increased by $1.76 within the warehouse off of a mean of $16.20, a 10.8% increase. The next columns
report the two-stage least squares estimates of the effect of pay on three types of monthly turnover. The estimates reflect
warehouse level data and a 3-month bandwidth on either side of the pay jump. Figure ?? shows robustness to different
bandwidths. Standard errors are clustered at the individual level.
In Panel B, we show how customer service productivity responds to higher pay relative to the local rate for customer
service representatives. Standard errors are clustered at the MSA-level.
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Table 6: Customer-Service Retention Effects By Initial Productivity

By First Month Call Volume Top 1/3rd Bottom 2/3rds ∆

Effect of Relative $/hr on Retention 2.15**
(0.83)

0.75**
(0.36)

1.40*
(0.75)

Elasticity of Retention
0.354 0.124 0.230

Mean Monthly Retention
95.11 95.58

-0.20
(0.44)

Mean $/hr
15.65 15.77

-0.19***
(0.04)

# Reps 611 1211
# MSAs 17 25

By Gender: Top 1/3rd First Month Call Volume Female: Top 1/3rd Male: Top 1/3rd ∆

Effect of Relative $/hr on Retention 0.53
(1.01)

5.01***
(0.57)

-4.49***
(1.09)

Elasticity of Retention
0.087 0.840 -0.753

Mean Monthly Retention
95.50 94.13

1.03
(0.63)

Mean $/hr
15.60 15.77

0.22*
(0.12)

# Reps 440 171
# MSAs 15 9

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
We leverage the stickiness of the retailer’s wage to calculate retention elasticities across workers with different baseline produc-
tivities. We assess productivity according to representatives’ daily call volumes in their first month of calls after formal training
relative to the average number of calls taken in those days at the retailer. We ask whether turnover rises more sharply for more
productive workers in those MSAs where the retailer’s sticky wage loses more ground to the local alternatives. Differences
in means are calculated based on regressions that include date and MSA fixed effects. All standard errors are clustered at the
MSA-level. We find that higher pay is particularly effective at retaining top-performers, who may be better able to convert more
lucrative outside options into attractive job offers. This finding suggests that selective retention may be an important driver of
increased productivity. The second panel demonstrates that the greater responsiveness of high performers is driven by men.
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Table 7: Customer-Service Productivity Effects By Initial Productivity

By First Month Call Volume Top 1/3rd Bottom 2/3rds ∆

Effect of Relative $/hr on Calls -0.18
(0.52)

1.87***
(0.43)

-2.05***
(0.43)

Elasticity of Calls
-0.040 0.387 -0.427

Mean Calls
31.71 23.80

6.35***
(0.38)

Mean $/hr
15.61 15.73

-0.19***
(0.04)

# Reps 557 1119
# MSAs 16 24

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
We leverage the stickiness of the retailer’s wage to estimate the effect of higher relative pay on
call volumes for workers with different baseline productivities. We assess baseline produc-
tivity according to representatives’ daily call volumes in their first month of calls after formal
training. We find higher relative pay has a more pronounced effect on the daily call volume
of representatives in the bottom two-thirds of productivity, as consistent with these workers
being more concerned about termination and thus facing greater incentives to increase call
volumes in response to higher relative pay.

Table 8: Customer-Service Productivity Effects Within and Across Representative

Daily Call Volume Satisfaction (out of 5) % of Absences Unapproved
Across Within Across Within Across Within

Entry Relative $1/hr 1.848∗∗ 1.189 0.007 0.012 −12.080∗∗∗ −4.429∗

(0.924) (1.221) (0.006) (0.007) (4.408) (2.326)

% of Full Effect 64.3% 177.5% 36.7%

FE: Date X X X X X X
FE MSA Rep MSA Rep MSA Rep
F 77.05 71.16 1.9 2.41 12.81 20.81
Mean $/hr 15.88 15.88 15.88 15.88 16.11 16.11
Dependent Mean 25.68 25.68 4.89 4.89 68.31 68.31
MSAs 41 41 41 41 41 41
Workers 2598 2598 2598 2598 2782 2782

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
Since the stickiness of the retailer’s pay generates variation in its relative pay over time, we can utilize this design to
investigate how productivity changes within a representative as well as across representatives. Although this substantially
reduces the power of our design, the point estimates suggest that about two-thirds of the call effect and a third of the
reliability effect can be attributed to changes within a worker rather than across workers.
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Table 9: Incentive vs Selection Effects in Staffing Agency Warehouse Jobs

Panel A: Cross-worker regressions

Job Completed Quits Bad Ending Excellent Eval

Hourly Pay 2.067∗∗∗ −1.954∗∗∗ −1.283∗∗∗ 0.467∗

(0.352) (0.277) (0.291) (0.244)

Elasticity 0.44 0.95 0.67 0.29
(0.07) (0.14) (0.15) (0.15)

Occ-CZ Fixed Effects X X X X
Ind-CZ-Time Fixed Effects X X X X
Controls Days Quartic Days Quartic Days Quartic Days Quartic
Mean 55.432 24.251 22.529 19.019
Workers 23,161 23,161 23,161 23,161
Observations 84,123 84,123 84,123 84,123
R2 0.558 0.321 0.317 0.593

Panel B: Within-worker regressions

Job Completed Quits Bad Ending Excellent Eval

Hourly Pay 1.249∗∗∗ −1.710∗∗∗ −0.335 0.335∗

(0.476) (0.349) (0.318) (0.177)

Elasticity 0.27 0.83 0.18 0.21
(0.1) (0.17) (0.17) (0.11)

Individual Fixed Effects X X X X
Occ-CZ Fixed Effects X X X X
Ind-CZ-Time Fixed Effects X X X X
Controls Days Quartic Days Quartic Days Quartic Days Quartic
Mean 55.432 24.251 22.529 19.019
Workers 23,161 23,161 23,161 23,161
Observations 84,123 84,123 84,123 84,123
R2 0.774 0.660 0.667 0.742

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
[This Table will be put in the format of Table 8 and made as the second panel in that table.] In the warehouse context, incentives

make up 60 percent of the increase in job completion, as measured by the change seen within workers and 87 percent
of the change in quits is attributable to incentives. Within worker, there is no statistically significant change in bad
endings, but 71 percent of the increase in excellent evaluations occurs within the same worker
Regressions include only those workers who have completed multiple jobs at the staffing agency. Regressions include

occupation by commuting zone fixed effects, industry by commuting zone by time fixed effects as well as controls for
expected duration as a quartic. Standard errors are clustered at the worksite-firm level.
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Table 10: Spillovers from High Roller’s Hiring on other Local Firms

Job Completed Quits Bad Ending Excellent Eval

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Treated Month −2.449 5.104∗∗∗ −2.970 −3.438∗∗∗ −9.687∗∗ −4.348∗∗∗ −9.692∗∗ 20.370∗∗∗

(3.861) (0.820) (8.255) (0.747) (4.789) (0.730) (4.168) (0.718)

Treated CZ 4.204 −28.970∗∗∗ 6.680∗∗∗ 14.530∗∗∗ 5.587 15.230∗∗∗ −1.718 −20.000∗∗∗

(2.836) (0.786) (2.325) (0.716) (4.151) (0.700) (4.745) (0.688)

$ Diff. x Treat x 2016 −0.734 −1.036∗∗∗ 3.031∗∗ 1.128∗∗∗ 3.522∗∗∗ −0.040 2.459∗∗∗ −5.107∗∗∗

(0.940) (0.316) (1.488) (0.288) (0.726) (0.281) (0.822) (0.276)

$ Diff. x Treat x 2017 0.496 2.010∗∗∗ 1.247 −0.462 1.658∗∗ −0.700∗ 2.621∗∗ −4.174∗∗∗

(0.573) (0.411) (1.858) (0.374) (0.800) (0.366) (1.203) (0.359)

$ Diff. x Treat x 2018 1.577 −0.329 1.299 0.802 1.734∗ 2.396∗∗∗ 1.325 −3.059∗∗∗

(0.964) (0.566) (2.101) (0.516) (0.946) (0.504) (1.173) (0.496)

Year Fixed Effects X X X X X X X X
Mean 15.6 63.4 36.6 20.7 39.1 19.5 7.4 31.7
Workers 2,170 13,693 2,170 13,693 2,170 13,693 2,170 13,693
Observations 2,439 24,050 2,439 24,050 2,439 24,050 2,439 24,050
R2 0.007 0.116 0.019 0.041 0.018 0.040 0.024 0.167

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
[These yearly point estimates will be aggregated soon.] We perform a continuous difference-in-differences exercise to see how High

Roller’s hiring affects firms hiring in the same local labor market in the same month. When pay at High Roller is one dollar higher
than the outside option, workers hired into other local firms are less likely to complete the job, more likely to quit or otherwise have
a bad ending. Odd numbered columns display results from regressions on the Rival sample while even numbered columns display
results from the state sample. All regressions include year fixed effects. Standard errors for Rival regressions are clustered at the firm
level.
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10 FIGURES

Figure 1: Boxes moved per moving-hour decreases for the three weeks after a worker has left a warehouse. The
baseline number of boxes moved per moving hour is 8.83, so a reduction of -0.086 boxes reflects a 1 percent decrease
in productivity. These estimates come from regressing a terminations and five weeks’ worth of lagged terminations
on the number of boxes moved, with standard errors clustered at the warehouse level.
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Figure 2: We plot the daily call volume of workers vis-a-vis a typical customer service representative in same time-
zone taking calls on the same day. We exclude the initial three weeks when workers are in formal training so the
number of calls they handle may not reflect their personal productivity. After training, we see that new hires make
about 3 calls fewer per day than the average representative. By the time the representative has been with the retailer
for about a year, productivity levels off at about 2 calls over the mean. Taken together this suggests that each month,
the representative improves by about half a call or shaves off approximately 30 seconds per call. This development
of worker capacity suggests that turnover is costly for the firm because workers take away accumulated human
capital.
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Figure 3: In August 2019, Lauren & Co increased pay at a single warehouse, keeping pay at all other warehouses
(orange), warehouses in the same state as the treated warehouse (grey), and “twin” warehouses that handle the
same type of package (dark blue) relatively constant. The pay increase arose owing to systemic problems with
higher levels of turnover in the treated warehouse, which was in turn due to handling heavier packages. As such a
“material handler” surcharge was added to these workers’ hourly pay.
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Figure 4: The distribution of pay amongst Level-1 warehouse workers remained fairly constant throughout the
pay increase: before the pay change, the standard deviation of hourly pay was 1.18, afterward it was 1.21. Thus,
the incentives to be promoted likely remained similar, which would not have been the case had there been greater
compression in the wages. Note that there were 34 people whose pay remained constant throughout this period,
but with an extended bandwidth, most of these people’s pay also increased.
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Figure 5: Rates of monthly quits are high and variable in the treated warehouse (blue). In other in-state warehouses,
quit rates are likewise variable and also rather high. This reflects the hyper-competitive local labor market for
warehouse workers. These warehouses are located right by a major cargo airport and many large companies,
including Amazon have extensive warehouse real estate in close proximity. In contrast, the turnover rate is lower
at the remaining warehouses out of state. Interestingly, both the in-state and out-of-state warehouses seem to have
a gradual increase in quits over the course of the year around the pay jump in the treated warehouse. Given the
jagged nature of the treated warehouse’s turnover, it is hard to discern large trends.
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Figure 6: High Roller pays all of it’s workers the same high rate relative to the going rate in the geographic area. We
leverage the variation in the local hourly rate for loader-movers to look at the effect of relative pay on performance.
Above we plot the wages paid to loadter-movers in other firms in the same industry in the same commuting zones
as High Roller locates. The grey line shows the wages paid at High Roller.

Figure 7: After the pay change, we see a gentle trend upward in boxes moved per hour at the treated warehouse
and no such move at the twin warehouses.
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Figure 8: We utilize the stickiness of the retailer’s wage to isolate variation in the retailer’s relative pay based on
the wage growth in the local MSA. We leverage this quasi-random variation in the retailer’s relative pay within
an MSA to identify the elasticity of retention with respect to relative pay for male and female representatives of
varying ages. Specifically, we consider male and female representatives in the various quintiles of age. While, on
average, the retention of male representatives is more sensitive to the relative wage than the retention of female rep-
resentatives, this belies considerable variation over the life-cycle Early on, female representatives are significantly
more responsive to the relative pay then men. As men enter their child-rearing ages, they become more responsive
to pay. At the same time, female representatives become less responsive to pay, perhaps as they put more weight
on the other attributes of the job, such as the potential to work remotely.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES
Table A.1: Worker Quality Spillovers from High Roller’s Hiring

Predicted Excellent Predicted Poor New Worker

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Treated Month 2.009 10.050∗∗∗ 0.335 −2.043∗∗∗ 11.910∗∗ 4.343∗∗∗

(4.076) (0.746) (1.386) (0.422) (5.187) (0.810)

Treated Commuting Zone −3.011 −34.370∗∗∗ 2.656 4.081∗∗∗ 2.712 −29.490∗∗∗

(1.832) (0.715) (2.510) (0.405) (9.992) (0.776)

Pay Diff. x Treated x 2016 −0.882 −2.855∗∗∗ −0.014 0.045 −3.335∗∗ −2.544∗∗∗

(1.075) (0.287) (0.428) (0.163) (1.311) (0.312)

Pay Diff. x Treated x 2017 −1.304∗∗ −3.423∗∗∗ −0.951∗∗∗ −0.504∗∗ −4.484∗∗∗ −1.070∗∗∗

(0.652) (0.374) (0.117) (0.212) (1.387) (0.405)

Pay Diff. x Treated x 2018 −1.564 1.617∗∗∗ −0.295 0.162 −4.831∗∗∗ 1.978∗∗∗

(1.147) (0.515) (0.393) (0.292) (1.299) (0.559)

Year Fixed Effects X X X X X X
Mean 9.1 45.4 36.6 20.7 30.9 70.2
Workers 2,170 13,693 2,170 13,693 2,170 13,693
Observations 2,439 24,050 2,439 24,050 2,439 24,050
R2 0.011 0.184 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.113

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
When pay at High Roller is one dollar higher than the outside option, workers at other local firms are less likely to be predicted high

quality. Odd numbered columns display results from regressions on the Rival sample while even numbered columns display results
from the state sample. All regressions include year fixed effects. Standard errors for Rival regressions are clustered at the firm level.
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Table A.2: Job Endings in Months and Locations where High Roller
Hires

Quits Bad Ending

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Treated Month 1.216 −8.398∗ 19.030∗ −6.960
(11.090) (4.427) (11.210) (5.197)

Treated Location −3.352 −4.272 21.950∗∗∗ 0.834
(4.631) (2.792) (5.623) (4.999)

Pay Diff x Treat X 2016 0.804 1.492 4.158∗ 1.322
(2.044) (1.295) (2.136) (1.519)

Pay Diff x Treat X 2017 0.962 0.157 5.314∗∗ −1.077
(2.615) (0.646) (2.316) (0.684)

Pay Diff x Treat X 2018 −0.501 2.598∗∗ 4.307 3.478∗∗

(2.740) (1.219) (3.000) (1.698)

Year Fixed Effects X X
Mean 33 31.9 12.4 25.4
Workers 4,231 13,557 4,231 13,557
Jobs 5,147 13,557 5,147 13,557
R2 0.010 0.007 0.011 0.010

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
[The yearly estimates will be aggregated.] To see whether the higher pay at High Roller

leads workers to quit their existing jobs, we conduct a difference-in-differences re-
gression, comparing the endings of warehouse moving jobs in commuting zones and
months where High Roller is hiring to other locations where High Roller’s rivals lo-
cate. We see no change in jobs completed nor increase in worker quits or bad end-
ings as might be expected if workers were leaving for the higher paying job. Odd
numbered columns display results from regressions on the Rival sample while even
numbered columns display results from the state sample. All regressions include year
fixed effects. Standard errors for Rival regressions are clustered at the firm level.
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APPENDIX B: A DYNAMIC MODEL
We first show the intermediate steps deriving the results in Section 1 and then explore a dy-
namic model.

Intermediate Steps
Firms thus seek to minimize the cost of L units of effective units of labor:

min
w

wN + TNq(w, z) s.t. φ(w, z)N = L

We can then use the constraint of φ(w, z)N = L to substitute in for N. This gives us:

min
w

w
L

φ(w)
+ T

L
φ(w)

q(w, z).

Taking the first order condition with respect to w gives us:

L
φ(w)

− w
L

φ(w)2 φ′(w)− T
L

φ(w)2 φ′(w)q(w, z) + T
L

φ(w)
q′(w, z) = 0

1− w
φ(w)

φ′(w)− T
1

φ(w)
φ′(w)q(w, z) + Tq′(w, z) = 0

w− εφ,ww− Tq(w, z)εφ,w + Tq′(w, z)w = 0

If we define the elasticity of quits such that when wages go up, quits go down, then we flip the
sign of εq,w and arrive at:

w =
Tq(w, z)(εφ,w + εq,w)

1− εφ,w

Dynamic Model
As above, assume that the firm sets the wage to minimize the discounted costs, C, of obtaining
L units of effective labor. The firm discounts the future at rate δ. And the costs of procuring
labor depend on the proportion of people retained from last period, (1− q(wt−1, z))N, which
in turn depends on the pay rate in the previous period. We begin by assuming that the firm
needs a constant amount of effective labor, L, from one period to another.16

C ((1− q(wt−1, z))Nt−1) = min
wt

wtNt + T (Nt − (1− q(wt−1))Nt−1) + δC ((1− q(wt, z))Nt)

16If a firm is uncertain about whether it will need as much labor next period, it will be comfortable keeping wages
lower since not all workers who leave will need to be replaced.
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Again, we substitute using L = φ(w)N:

C
(
(1− q(wt−1, z))

L
φ(wt−1)

)
= min

wt
wt

L
φ(wt)

+ T
(

L
φ(wt)

− (1− q(wt−1))
L

φ(wt−1)

)
+

δC
(
(1− q(wt, z))

L
φ(wt)

)

We take the first order condition with respect to wt:

L
φ(wt)

− wt
Lφ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
− T

Lφ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
− δC′q′(wt, z)

L
φ(wt)

− δC′(1− q)L
φ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
= 0

By the envelope theorem, C′ = −T:

L
φ(wt)

− wt
Lφ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
− T

Lφ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
+ δTq′(wt, z))

L
φ(wt)

+ δT(1− q)L
φ′(wt)

φ2(wt)
= 0

L
φ(wt)

[
1− wt

φ′(wt)

φ(wt)
− T

φ′(wt)

φ(wt)
+ δTq′(wt, z) + δT(1− q)

φ′(wt)

φ(wt)

]
= 0

wt − wtεφ,w − Tεφ,w + δTq′(wt, z)wt + δT(1− q)εφ,w = 0

We allow the sign for the elasticity of quits with respect to wages to be negative such that quits
increase as wages decrease:

wt[1− εφ,w]− Tεφ,w − δTεq,wq(wt) + δT(1− q)εφ,w = 0

wt[1− εφ,w]− δTεq,wq(wt)− T(1− δ(1− q))εφ,w = 0

T
δqεq,w + (1− δ(1− q))εφ,w

1− εφ,w
= wt

Note that if δ = 1, this collapses to the static version. We can also rewrite this in terms of the
effect of δ like so:

Tq(wt)

[
εq,w + εφ,w

1− εφ,w

]
− (1− δ)T

[
qεq,w − (1− q)εφ,w

1− εφ,w

]
= w (7)

∂w
∂δ

= T
[

qεq,w − (1− q)εφ,w

1− εφ,w

]

The first term of (1) reflects the fact that patient firms will care more about the fact that lower
wages will lead to greater quits and thus more training costs in future periods. This force will
be especially strong when the quit rate is high in levels and especially responsive to the wage.
The second term pushes in the opposite direction and suggests that more patient firms may
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have some incentive to pay their current workers less. The intuition for this is that paying the
workers less today means the firm will employ more workers and thus have a larger pool of
workers to draw upon in future periods. If the elasticity of the quit rate with respect to the
wage is high and/or the quit rate is high in levels, then impatience will lead firms to pay less.

An alternative interpretation of (1− δ) is as a measure of uncertainty. If firms are not certain
about the labor they’ll need, they pay lower wages. Lower pay suits them because if they may
need less labor in future periods, then slightly elevated quits would not make them pay higher
training costs.
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APPENDIX C: HIRING IN THE STAFFING AGENCY
For context, it may be helpful to review how hiring occurs through a staffing agency. When a
firm hires through this staffing agency, they send to the staffing agency a description of the job
their looking to fill and the pay rate. In select cases, the firm may ask the staffing agency for
a particular worker with whom they have had a positive prior experience, but in most cases
it is up to the recruiter to locate and present potential candidates. Some firms allow room for
negotiation on staffer’s wages, however, many refuse to negotiate on wages since they have set
their advertised wages in relation to the wages of their full-time workers and they do not want
to create strife.

The firms hiring through the Agency range from small, local companies to nationwide firms
with hundreds of thousands of employees. While some firms seek tryout for long-term po-
sitions, many appear to be filling intrinsically temporary needs such as additional workers
for holiday rush seasons. Indeed, only 7.5 percent of workers transitioned to a more perma-
nent placement with the client firm during our sample period. Of the workers who took a job
through the staffing agency, 64 percent did not return in our period for a second job. But for
a notable minority of workers, the Agency provided continuing stints of work: 5.5 percent of
workers take at least five jobs with the Agency and are employed for a total of 263 days on
average.
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